patients exhibit a remarkable defect in germinal center sequencing was normal and CD40L was normally expressed on activated T cells. CD40 gene sequence and/ formation (Facchetti et al., 1995 Korthauer et al., 1993) .
Another HIGM syndrome with autosomal recessive expressed on a normal proportion (from 9% to 45%) and with the same intensity on B cells, as compared with inheritance (HIGM2) has been described (Callard et al., 1994; Conley et al., 1994) . In these patients, CD40L gene age-matched controls (Table 2 and Identification of the HIGM2 Genetic Locus (unpublished data). In addition, activation by CD40 agoGenetic mapping was investigated by studying the segnists of monocytes and dendritic cells from these paregation of polymorphic microsatellite markers in 10 tients is consistently detectable (Revy et al., 1998) , families (8 consanguineous) . The genome was randomly strongly suggesting that the intrinsic defect in HIGM2 screened by using 280 polymorphic markers. We perpatients originates in B cells, either in a B cell-specific formed homozygosity mapping in the eight consanguin-CD40 triggered event, or in the CSR mechanism itself. eous families and performed a bipoint LOD score analyIn order to identify the genetic basis of the HIGM2 sis in all affected families. Disease segregation was syndrome, we performed a genome-wide search for compatible with the D12S372 marker (telomeric region susceptibility loci using polymorphic microsatellite of short arm of chromosome 12) in the studied families. markers in consanguineous families. We demonstrated Further analysis with additional markers was performed a strong linkage to chromosome 12p13. As the human and two additional multiplex nonconsanguineous fami-AID (huAID) gene, a possible candidate gene, also maps lies were included. Multipoint analysis with those addito 12p13 (Muto et al., 2000) , we investigated whether tional markers gave a maximum LOD score of 10.45 for human AID gene defects could cause the HIGM2 synmarker D12S1695 ( ϭ 0.00). Recombination analysis drome. We describe 10 independent mutations in the defined the critical genetic interval on 12p13, as no rehuAID gene in 18 patients with HIGM2 from 12 families.
combination was found in all tested families between We demonstrate that the HIGM2 syndrome is charactermarkers D12S397 and D12S1697, encompassing a 4.5 ized by defective CSR, defective generation of somatic cM region. Among a YAC contig covering the delineated mutations of the Ig V genes, and by abnormal germinal region, the 943a9 YAC, which contains both D12S1695 centers, showing that AID gene expression plays a key and D12S336 markers, was shown to harbor exon 2 of role in terminal B cell differentiation.
huAID (Figure 2A ).
Results

Sequencing of huAID Gene in HIGM2 Patients
Because the expression of mouse AID is strictly restricted to GC B cells and B cells induced to switch in Patients' Characteristics Eighteen patients from 12 unrelated families (Figure 1 Figure 1 , both males (n ϭ 13) and females (n ϭ 5) were affected. Family consanguinity was frequent (9 out of exon 3 (patients P9-P10 and P16) or exon 4 (P14-P15). The missense mutation observed in P16 was located 12), suggesting an autosomal recessive inheritance pattern. HIGM1 was excluded in all, since CD40L gene within the cytidine deaminase catalytic region in exon Figures 2B-2D) . A homozygous 19 bp deletion was substitution was detected leading to a stop codon in the cytidine deaminase catalytic region in exon 3. The observed in patient P17 at the beginning of exon 2, causing a frameshift and a premature stop codon. In the mutation was inherited from the father, who was heterozygous, but was not detected in the mother. This obserunrelated patients P6 and P8, an identical homozygous base change leads to a stop codon in exon 4. In all these vation suggested a genomic deletion spanning exon 3 in the mother, confirmed by Southern blot analysis in families, parents were heterozygous for the mutation. In family 1 (P1-P2-P3), a single homozygous nucleotide the mother and affected children (data not shown). The same nucleotide substitution leading to a stop codon of somatic mutations in the V3-23 Ig V gene, a member of the VH3 family expressed in 4%-10% of B cells (Stewin exon 3 was found in patients from family 2 (P4-P5), art et al., 1993), was analyzed. In the first set of experiinherited from the mother. The same haplotype was ments, the frequency of mutation of V3-23-C trancommon to families 1 and 2, both from Morocco. A scripts expressed by CD19 ϩ blood B cells from patients further distinct heterozygous mutation, a 9 bp deletion, P4 and P18 was respectively 0% with 13/13 sequences inherited from the father, and also located in the cytidine devoid of mutations (P4) and 0.4% mutation per bp with deaminase catalytic region, was found in these 2 pa-5/9 sequences unmutated (P18) . These results differed tients ( Figures 2B-2D) .
(
from those obtained with a normal adult control (2% In contrast, no mutations were found in the huAID mutation per bp) and a 2 year old control (2.5% mutation sequence in 106 normal chromosomes from unrelated per bp). individuals.
In a second set of experiments, the mutation frequency of the V3-23-C transcripts expressed by puriExpression of huAID Gene fied CD19 ϩ CD27 ϩ B cells from these two patients and Expression of the huAID gene was investigated in tonsils three other patients were analyzed. The frequency of from normal controls and patient P4 by RT-PCR and V3-23 mutations from patients was significantly reduced Northern blot analysis. HuAID mRNA was similarly deand ranged from 0% to 0.9% mutation per bp, as comtected by both methods in tonsil material from P4 and pared to 2.6% to 6.3% mutation per bp in 3 different control ( Figures 3A and 3B ). This was not an unexpected age-matched controls (Table 3) Bcl-2 ϩ , and Ki67 Ϫ ) ( Figure 4A , arrows, and data not shown). Giant GC contained a normal follicular dendritic cell network (DRC ϩ , data not shown), and PNA ϩ , CD38 ϩ , 
Discussion
HuAID Gene Mutations Cause HIGM2 Syndrome In this study, compelling evidence is provided that mutations in the coding sequence of the huAID gene are 
